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Abstract: With the rapid development of information and communication technologies, inventory
information sharing between a manufacturer and its suppliers is becoming easier than ever. In line
with this trend, we focus on the virtual warehouse where only inventory information on all of the
material provided by the suppliers can be stored and shared. Unlike traditional supplier management,
the manufacturer constructs and operates this virtual warehouse to check the inventory levels of
all the required material at the same time, but each supplier can access only the information about
its inventory. This virtual warehouse-based approach can foster a tight relationship between the
manufacturer and its suppliers and can handle suppliers as a single company without a large
investment in constructing a physical warehouse. The virtual warehouse-based approach seems to
be more economically sustainable. To investigate the effect of inventory information sharing via
the virtual warehouse, we developed and analyzed a system dynamics-based simulation model.
The experiment results show that sharing the inventory information of the suppliers via the virtual
warehouse can help manufacturers to achieve better operational performance on several important
measures, such as the reduction of finished goods inventory, parts purchasing quantity, degree of
backlogs, and total cost.

Keywords: virtual warehouse; information sharing; supply chain management; system dynamics;
sustainable supplier management

1. Introduction

Recent developments in information and communication technologies have facilitated
collaboration among business partners, such as manufacturers and suppliers. Firms have begun
considering how real-time information sharing among business partners can provide benefits to
both a manufacturer and its suppliers [1]. Focusing on purchasing and inventory management,
manufacturers want to purchase the correct amount of material from their suppliers on time, which
can lead to a reduction in total purchasing and inventory carrying costs. Additionally, suppliers
have an interest in maintaining a proper level of material inventory to support their customers
(i.e., manufacturers). In the past, it was difficult for both a manufacturer and its suppliers to share
information in real-time due to high investment costs or a lack of related technologies. However, with
the rapid development of information and communication technologies, some industries are trying
to devise an inventory information sharing mechanism between a manufacturer and its suppliers to
better manage the material flow from the suppliers to the manufacturer. In the German automotive
industry, the concept of the supplier park is well established to increase the delivery service level,
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cost savings, and development of relationships between the auto manufacturer and its suppliers for
just-in-time procurement [2]. This supply park was formed by a German auto manufacturer and
consists of the nodes in the supply chain from the sub-supplier to the auto manufacturer, next to the
auto manufacturer’s plant [3]. By sharing information about the auto manufacturer’s requirements, the
suppliers provide the necessary components on demand. Another example of inventory information
sharing between the manufacturer and its suppliers can be found in the Korean shipbuilding industry.
Company K, a Korean shipbuilding company, has many suppliers that provide various components
and parts, such as pipes, machinery, engine parts, design elements, and electric-electronic parts.
Company K established a joint warehouse of components and parts for its suppliers and assigned
warehouse space to store the materials delivered by each supplier. After the establishment of this joint
warehouse, suppliers save on warehouse operating costs because they do not need to operate their
own warehouse, and Company K removed all of the direct delivery routes from many suppliers, which
increased complexity. Instead, Company K is concerned only with the delivery route between the
joint warehouse and its shipbuilding sites by checking the level of the material inventory in the joint
warehouse. Figure 1 briefly describes two industrial cases: the supplier park and the joint warehouse.
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Figure 1. The concepts of the supplier park and joint warehouse.

As seen in the above industrial cases, a park or a joint warehouse where multiple suppliers join and
share plays an important role in fostering a relationship between a manufacturer and its suppliers. If the
manufacturer can handle its multiple suppliers as one company from the viewpoint of inventory and
delivery management, it benefits from reductions in both related costs and complexity. Additionally,
the on-time delivery of the required material from various suppliers via the joint warehouse can be
easily achieved when needed.

However, the above industrial cases focused on the physical aspect of grouping the suppliers.
Manufacturers need to invest large sums of money in constructing and operating a supplier park or a
joint warehouse for their suppliers. Thus, this type of supplier management seems to be economically
unsustainable for the manufacturer. Although suppliers that provide material to the same manufacturer
can build a joint warehouse, it is difficult for those suppliers that have different buyers (manufacturers)
to collaborate with each other by spending their investment costs. Thus, the above cases also seem to
be economically unsustainable to the suppliers.

Thus, in this research, we focus on the virtual warehouse (VW), where inventory information
on the materials provided by the suppliers can be stored together. The manufacturer constructs and
operates this VW to check all of the inventory levels of the required material at the same time, and each
supplier can access (record or update) the information about its inventory. By adopting this VW, both
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the manufacturer and the suppliers are expected to derive similar benefits from the supplier park or the
joint warehouse without a large investment in constructing a physical warehouse. Unlike the existing
supplier management, such as a supplier park or joint warehouse, this VW-based supplier management
is realistic and sustainable. Additionally, with the help of the rapidly developing communication
technologies, the VW-based sustainable supplier management will receive more attention from real
world. The concept of the VW in this research is depicted as shown in Figure 2.
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This paper stresses the effect of inventory information sharing via a VW between a manufacturer
and its suppliers. To investigate how this VW can affect the performance of the manufacturer, such as its
finished goods inventory and degree of backlogs, we developed a simulation model and validated the
model using a real-world case adopted from a U.S. household electric appliance company (Company
H). Among the various techniques for building a simulation model, the authors chose system dynamics
(SD) because it is widely known that SD can be used to build system models identifying a robust
structure that can accommodate the dynamics of manufacturing or supply chains [4–6].

This paper is organized as follows. Related research is presented in Section 2, and a case study
using the SD model is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the simulation results of the case study
are summarized and analyzed. Finally, Section 5 suggests future research directions and gives
concluding remarks.

2. Literature Survey

Recent publications regarding our research can be categorized into the following three areas:
(1) sustainable supplier management through manufacturer-supplier partnerships; (2) VW; and
(3) SD-based simulation. The first two areas are related to our research subject, and the final one is
related to the methodology of our research.

2.1. Sustainable Supplier Management through Manufacturer-Supplier Partnerships

The effective implementation of sustainable supplier management through manufacturer-supplier
partnerships (MSPs) has been one of the critical issues in achieving successful supply chain
management (SCM). Both the manufacturer and the supplier aim to leverage a strategic relationship
to gain a competitive advantage. Many recent studies have focused on the importance of the MSP.
The term ‘partnership’ stemmed from the collaborative associations forged between assemblers and
suppliers in the Japanese automotive industry in the 1960s and 1970s and was used only recently
in the West [7]. However, in many studies, partnership is often ambiguous and has been described
in different ways from strategic perspectives [8]. Some research focused on the partnership for new
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product development [9–11], while others tried to identify the benefits of such a partnership using
various interviews and case studies [12,13]. Additionally, vendor-managed inventory (VMI), another
interesting collaboration between a manufacturer and a supplier, has been initiated to reduce inventory
costs and to increase fill rates [14]. In VMI, by using the inventory information received from the
buyer, suppliers can plan their production runs, schedule deliveries, and manage the order volumes
and inventory levels at the buyer’s stock-keeping facilities. VMI integrates operations between
suppliers and buyers (i.e., manufacturers or retailers) through information sharing and business
process reengineering, and many applications of VMI can be found in related research [15–19].

Since a firm’s supplier performance has a significant impact on many of its product dimensions,
such as cost, quality, and on-time delivery [20], manufacturers have an interest in building a good
partnership with their suppliers.

Although there are various past studies regarding the MSP, most of them have focused on
specific processes, such as new product development or quality issues. Additionally, for inventory
management, past research addressed VMI as the MSP. Thus, there is a lack of research on inventory
information sharing between a manufacturer and its suppliers via a (manufacturer-driven) VW shared
by the suppliers.

2.2. Virtual Warehouse

VW is a business model that aims to reduce costs, optimize production and provide high-quality
customer service among supply chain channels [21]. Additionally, the VW is dependent on information
technologies and real-time decision algorithms to provide operating efficiencies and global inventory
visibility comparable to those achieved in a single-location, world-class warehouse [21]. Most previous
research considered a VW operated by the manufacturer, focusing on the distribution between the
manufacturer and customer for better customer service [21,22]. The frequent changes in customer
orders led to an insufficient inventory, which meant that the available inventory at the manufacturing
site was lower than the customer demand. VW can resolve this situation using inventory relocation,
which assigns inventory at different or remote manufacturing sites to the given customer demand.
This action can only be undertaken in VW, which means that inventory relocation is conducted using
inventory information instead of physical stock movement. Thus, the inventory at different or remote
manufacturing sites is tagged for its final customer (i.e., destination) in the VW. Landers et al. [22]
proposed a VW model for the field repair service of a business telephone system. Using the VW
model, they argued that the productivity and utilization of skilled field technicians were improved.
Fung et al. [21] presented a VW system that is capable of refining inventory planning to streamline
product planning and control if there is an abrupt change in the product demand. Their VW system
was designed for the manufacturer to handle its own inventory to cope with the demand change
without incorporating the supplier into the design of the VW. Other researchers viewed the VW as an
inventory pooling or inventory consolidation technique [23,24]. The idea is that inventory increases as
the standard deviation of either demand or lead time increases. Companies may attempt to reduce
inherent variation using pooling [25]. Inventory pooling refers to a complex system in which different
stocking points, either from intra-operational or inter-operational organizations, share their inventories
with the aim of reducing costs while improving the overall performance in terms of both logistics and
maintenance management [26]. Yang and Ma [27] proposed the VW-based inventory management of
the spare parts under emergency. In their research, the VW was utilized to manage the inventory of the
various spare parts stored in multiple sites together in order to cope with emergencies (i.e., unexpected
demand surge, etc.). More recently, Mathien and Suresh [28] investigated the appropriate supply chain
structures for implementing the VW via information sharing among the manufacturer and retailers.

The VW is an appropriate tool for inventory-pooling because it provides a powerful search
engine that helps check all inventories at multiple sites and locates the abrupt demand or order to any
site online.
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As summarized above, although many researchers have studied VWs, they considered only a
single manufacturer and its product distribution network composed of multiple physical warehouses.
Additionally, most of the existing research on VW focused on the design architecture of a VW system
without analyzing the performance using simulation models. Additionally, a VW shared by multiple
suppliers who provide material to the same manufacturer (buyer) has not been explored.

2.3. System Dynamics-Based Simulation

To analyze the various dynamics occurring in a supply chain, computer simulations are widely
used and considered an effective method. Additionally, queuing theory plays a very important role
and sets the framework for these simulations because capturing the interactions between demands
and backlogs is a critical factor in any supply chain. Ballou [29] indicated that when more than two
echelons are involved, managing the inventory throughout the supply chain becomes too complex for
mathematical analysis and is usually performed with the aid of computer simulation.

For computer simulation models, discrete-event simulation (DES) and SD are two widely-used
modelling tools [30–32]. Although both of them are built to understand how systems behave over
time, some technical differences exist between the modelling approaches in terms of their underlying
principles [33]. For example, DES models systems as network queues and activities where state
changes occur at discrete points in time, whereas SD models represent a system as a set of stocks and
flows where the state changes occur continuously over time [34]. Additionally, considering the nature
of the problem modelled, SD focuses on strategic issues and policy analysis, while DES is used to
analyze problems at an operational or tactical level [35]. A brief comparison of DES and SD using the
previous related literature [34,35] is summarized as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The brief comparison between Discrete Event Simulation and System Dynamics.

Criteria DES (Discrete Event Simulation) SD (System Dynamics)

Representation Network of queues and activities System as set of stocks and flows

Change of states Changes at discrete points of time
(irregular discrete time steps)

Changes continuously over time
(small discrete steps of equal length)

Setting of attributes Specific attributes are assigned to each entity
Individual entities are not specifically
modelled, but they are represented as a
continuous quantity in a stock

Application areas Appropriate when analyzing the problems at
an operational or tactical level

Appropriate when taking a ‘distant’
perspective (i.e., strategic) where events and
decisions are seen in the form of patterns of
behavior and system structure

Tako and Robinson [32] investigated the application of both DES and SD in the logistics and
supply chain context, and they classified the issues in the supply chain into either the strategic/policy
or operational/tactical group. According to their classification, information sharing and supply
chain structure issues can be considered strategic/policy issues. Despite technical differences, both
simulation approaches can be applied to strategic/policy issues in the supply chain. However, in this
research, we chose the SD as the main simulation modelling tool due to its ease of applicability and
its fitness for strategic (or policy)-related issues, such as the adoption of VW for information sharing
among vendors.

Since Forrester [36] built an SD model of a three-echelon production distribution system and
demonstrated how market demands are amplified through transactions in the supply chain, many
researchers have adopted the SD model to analyze the various supply chain dynamics [37–39]. Recently,
Feng [40] showed the importance of information sharing in the supply chain by establishing an SD
model of supply chain information sharing and analyzing several scenarios. Costantino et al. (2014)
investigated the interaction of collaboration and coordination in a four-echelon supply chain in different
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scenarios of information sharing levels [41]. This research showed the bullwhip effect and how the
inventory variance increased and amplified when a periodic review order-up-to level policy was
applied, noting that more benefits were generated when coordination started at downstream echelons.
More recently, Cannella et al. [42], by applying the SD model, quantified the impact of inventory record
inaccuracy on the dynamics of collaborative supply chains in terms of both operational performance
(i.e., order and inventory stability) and customer service level.

As shown above, many studies focused on the MSP, joint warehouse operations, and system
dynamics in the supply chain. However, the manufacturer-driven VW for information sharing with
multiple suppliers has not been investigated in depth. This paper analyzes the importance of inventory
information sharing via the VW using the SD-based simulation. Additionally, to show the feasibility of
the simulation, we adopt a real-world case of a U.S. server manufacturer. In the following sections, the
real-world case, simulation model, and analysis results are provided.

3. Case Study

3.1. The Supply Chain Flow of Company H

In this study, we analyzed the effects of information sharing using VW between a single
manufacturer and multiple suppliers for the successful achievement of sustainable supplier
management. To design a model and investigate the effects of sustainability between the manufacturer
and suppliers via VW, we conducted a case study of Company H, a U.S. household electric appliance
company. Company H currently manufactures and sells various products, including computers,
communication systems, and sound or image media. From the products of Company H, we chose a
computer server as the target product for our case study. The supply chain of Company H consists
of five entities: the supplier, purchasing, production, sales, and customers. The supply chain flow is
triggered by customer orders. When customer orders occur, the sales component manages the order
receipts and the proceeds from the customers. This company does not have an agency. The data for
demand forecasts are collected in the sales input at SAP (the ERP package), and product orders occur.
The product part of the company confirms the quantity of the components needed to produce the
number of products received from the sales component and begins to produce the quantity confirmed
after the delivery of the components from a warehouse. The purchasing entity determines the purchase
quantity though data that are transmitted and order components every 30 days. All of the finished
goods are moved into a factory warehouse and transported to customers through the sales component.
Company H adopts the make-to-order method and stores raw material and components in a production
factory. Figure 3 summarizes the supply chain flow of Company H.
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3.2. Causal Diagram

According to Radzicki and Sterman [43], the progressive development of “dynamic” models is
preceded by an initial qualitative phase of the formalization of the causal relations in the systems,
starting from our preliminary investigation. The structure of any system can be exhibited by a causal
loop diagram [44]. It captures the major feedback mechanism and shows the variables and their
interactions, where arrows indicate the cause (the arrow’s origin) and its direct effect (the arrow’s
point). According to the well-known causal links representations, these arrows are indexed and show
how they influence variables. A minus sign (−) means that a change in a variable’s value consequently
induces a change in the destination variable in the opposite direction. Conversely, a plus sign (+)
means that the two correlated variables are directed in the same way. Figure 4 shows the causal
diagram that describes the flow of data and material for the supply chain of Company H. This study
focuses on the implementation of five objects and their activated logics that consist of the supply chain
of Company H: suppliers, purchasing, production, sales, and the customer.
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3.3. Modeling of the System Structure

System dynamics is a method for managing a complex systemic problem with a combination of
quantitative and qualitative methods based on feedback control theory. In simulation modeling, the
“level” or “stock” variables describe the state of the systems by the continuous integration of the actions
resulting from these systems, and the “flow” variables express actions. The levels exist permanently.
If any activity were to cease, the flows would disappear. This mode of representation makes it possible
to represent the variations of these states through differential equations and to study their dynamic
behavior. Additionally, “rate” represents any decision that can change the inventory level, which is
influenced by the flow, such as product warehousing and delivery. “Auxiliary” is a “need variable” to
describe “level”, “rate”, and “other auxiliaries”. This progressive modelling leads us to continuous
simulations, which allow us to visualize stabilized behaviors and to analyze characteristic phenomena
of instability within certain real systems. Vensim, which can embody system dynamics, was used to
construct a supply chain causal diagram for Company H. Vensim is the software developed by Ventana
Systems Inc. (Massachusetts, USA) for systems dynamics model development.
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This simulation model was divided into five parts: the sales part, the production part, the sales loss
handling part, the purchase part, and the supplier (A, B, and C) parts. This study constructed two types
of models, the case that considers the inventory sharing system and the case that does not do so, to
understand the effect of the inventory sharing system when comparing the two models. Therefore, we
made two models: the case in which suppliers A, B, and C have an inventory warehouse and the case
in which suppliers A, B, and C have a VW that integrates and shares component inventories from all
of the suppliers. The Appendix supplements the simulation structure and modelling by providing the
equations for calculating the variables used in each part, such as sales logic (Appendix A), production
logic (Appendix B), and purchasing logic (Appendix C).

Company H must make forecasts far in advance because its response time (the time between
the moment when the customer places his/her order and the date on which the ordered product is
received) is shorter than its cumulative production cycle. The firm must launch the production of
goods on the basis of a forecast of its future sales. These forecasts are characterized by a very remote
horizon, which explains the considerable uncertainty of their effectiveness (the chances of overstocking
or encountering shortages increase).

3.4. The Case with No Inventory Sharing System (without VW)

This model depicts the situation in which suppliers A, B, and C have inventory warehouses,
as shown in Figure 5. Each supplier receives orders, produces parts, and sells parts without any
information sharing. The parts inventory is increased by the parts production and is decreased
by parts sales. Parts production increases the parts inventory. Parts inventory is decreased by
parts sales. The target production of parts is controlled by parts inventory adjustment and parts
sales. Parts inventory adjustment is decided by the gap between the target inventory and the parts
inventory. The parts inventory holding cost is allotted as 10 for every increase of 100 units. The parts
transportation cost is calculated by multiplying the transportation frequency and the cost of transport
per unit. The parts relevant cost is determined by the parts inventory holding cost, parts transportation
cost, and the parts price. The parts price is a low numerical value because the comparison of the
assumptive total cost is an indirect comparison. Each order rate of the suppliers A, B, and C is 4:3:3.
In figure 5, “++a day” means an increase of one day during the simulations

“Parts order” = “Parts purchase quantity” × (4/10)
“Parts target production” = “Parts sales” + “Parts inventory adjustment”
“Parts production” = “Parts target production”
“Parts target inventory” = “Parts sales” × 0.15
“Parts production” = “Parts target production”
“Parts transportation capacity” = 100
“Parts transportation cost per unit” = 500
“Parts sales” = “Parts order”
“Parts inventory” = INTEG (Parts production - Parts sales, 0)
“Parts inventory adjustment” = Parts target inventory - Parts inventory
“Parts inventory holding cost” = Parts inventory holding cost lookup (Parts inventory)
“Parts inventory holding cost lookup (((0,0) − (300,30)), (0,0), (100,10), (200,20), (300,30))
“Parts transportation cost” = Roundup (“Parts purchase quantity/”Parts transportation capacity, 0)
× Part transportation cost per unit
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3.5. The Case with Inventory Sharing System (With Virtual Warehouse)

This model depicts the situation in which suppliers A, B, and C virtually have an inventory sharing
warehouse. Therefore, information on all of the parts produced by suppliers A, B, and C is shared in a
Virtual based (VB), and the sales for suppliers A, B, and C are conducted using the information in the
VB. A numerical formula is the same as the prior model, except for the VB part, as shown in Figure 6.
The calculation of VB transportation cost is the same as case with no information sharing.

“VB parts production cost” = VB parts inventory holding cost + 2
“VB parts price” = “VB parts production cost” + 2
“VB parts inventory holding cost” = VB inventory holding cost lookup (((0,0) − (300,30)), (0,0),
(100,10), (200,20), (300,30))
“VB transportation capacity” = 100
“Parts transportation cost per unit” = 500
“VB transportation cost” = Roundup (“VB Parts purchase quantity/”VB Parts transportation
capacity, 0) × VB Part transportation cost per unit
“Virtual warehouse” = INTEGRAL ((A parts production + B parts production + C parts production)
− (A parts sales + B parts sales + C parts sales), 0)
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4. Experimental Results

4.1. Verification of Simulation

With the appropriate settings for the term of the simulation (i.e., 365 days) and the parts order
cycle (i.e., 30 days), the running results of the developed simulation model seemed to be very similar
to the real data (Figure 7) of Company H for the recent year.
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The purchase parts and holding parts inventory quantities also had similar values. However, the
finished goods inventory had a higher value than the real data. Overall, the pattern shape of the graph
was similar to the real data. Therefore, the simulation model in this study reflects the reality of the
Company H supply chain.

4.2. The Effect of Virtual Warehouse Practices for Sustainable Supplier Management

As noted earlier, information sharing via a VW is an effective method for successfully achieving a
sustainable manufacturer-supplier relationship. To see the effect of sustainability, a “what if” analysis
was conducted to contrast the two different cases of whether an inventory sharing system was
constructed or not.

As shown in Figure 8, the finished goods quantity of the case that considered the inventory sharing
system was smaller than the case that did not consider the inventory sharing system. Additionally, the
graph had a more stable shape.Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 19 
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The discrepancy between the case that considered the inventory sharing system and the case that
did not consider the inventory sharing system was 5699, as shown in Table 2. This result means that
the inventory sharing system reduced the inventory quantity of finished goods by approximately 30%.

The parts purchase quantity of the case that considered the inventory sharing system was smaller
than the case that did not consider the inventory sharing system.

The discrepancy between the case that considered the inventory sharing system and the case that
did not was 5,606,955 parts, as shown in Table 2. This result means that the inventory sharing system
reduced the parts purchase quantity by approximately 10%. Therefore, the parts inventory holding
cost decreased.

The degree of unattended orders (backlog) of the case that considered the inventory sharing
system was smaller than the case that did not. The result is that customer satisfaction increased because
of the decrease in unattended orders.
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The discrepancy between the case that considered the inventory sharing system and the case that
did not was 5561, as shown in Table 2. This result means that the inventory sharing system reduced
the unattended order rate by approximately 7%. Therefore, the sales loss decreased.

Transportation cost in the case of information sharing was decreased by about 26.3%, compared
to the case with no information sharing, as shown in Table 2.

This assumptive cost was considered to not evaluate the correct cost of all of the supply chain but
instead to analyze the effects of important variables (finished goods, parts inventory, sales loss, order
cost, parts transportation cost, and parts relation cost) related to the cost of information sharing.

As shown in Table 2, the accumulated total cost of the case that considered the inventory sharing
system was smaller than that of the case that did not. As a result, the effect of the inventory sharing
system was reflected in various cost relation parts, such as the inventory and sales loss.

The discrepancy between the case that considered the inventory sharing system and the case that
did not was 53,808 parts per day, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Experimental results.

Before After Discrepancy GAP (%)

Accumulated inventory quantity 25,067 19,368 5699 22.7
Accumulated part purchase quantity 53,927,730 48,320,775 5,606,955 10.4

Accumulated unattended order (backlog) 80,567.49 75,006.29 5561 6.9
Parts transportation cost 8,868,000 7,944,000 2,336,500 26.3
Accumulated total cost 174,220,635 154,580,608 19,640,027

11.3The cost per a day 477,317 423,509 53,808

This result means that the inventory sharing system can reduce the total cost rate by approximately
11.3%. Therefore, the total cost is decreased in the case of the inventory sharing system.

4.3. The Contrast of Order Cycle (30 Days, 14 Days, and 7 Days)

The assumption of this analysis was that the more frequently that the parts were ordered in
Company H, the less the charge of the inventory was; this effect was sufficient to offset the increase in
the order cost as a result of the increased frequency of parts orders. Therefore, this research assumed
that the total cost in the supply chain decreased. In this part, only the case that considered the inventory
sharing system was simulated and evaluated by the changing order cycle because this model had
better results than did the case that did not consider the inventory sharing system. The length of the
cycle was established as 30 days, 14 days, and 7 days, and the length of the cycle was changed by a
cycle lookup. The comparison variable (finished goods, parts inventory, sales loss, order cost, and
parts relation cost) was established to analyze the effect of the supply chain from the cycle change.
Decreasing the cycle of parts orders means that the frequency of parts orders increased with an increase
in the order cost. Therefore, the more the cycle of parts orders decreased, the lower the order quantity
per order became, but the total order cost increased, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 also shows that the reduction of the order cycle decreased the purchase quantity per order
under the same conditions.

The parts inventory in the supply chain was considered an important variable to show how the
parts inventory changed with a decrease of the average parts purchase quantity per order.

The average parts inventory quantity in the case of the 14-day order cycle was much smaller than
the case of the 30-day order cycle. However, the discrepancy between 14 days and seven days was low.
The discrepancy of the finished goods inventory caused by the order cycle change was low, and the
finished goods inventory was the lowest at seven days, as shown in Table 3.

The assumptive total cost was considered, not to evaluate the correct cost of the entire supply
chain, but to analyze the effect of the important variables (finished goods, parts inventory, sales loss,
order cost, and parts relation cost) related to the cost by information sharing. The more frequent
the parts orders became, the more the assumptive total cost increased. This scenario implies that an
increase in the parts order frequency reduced the cost of the supply chain because the finished goods
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inventory, parts inventory quantity, and average parts purchase quantity per order were decreased by
the increase in the order frequency. Sales losses caused by the non-fulfilment of the order handling
term decreased as the order cycle was reduced.

Table 3. The results according to the change of parts order cycle.

Parts Order
Cycle

The Yearly
Total Order

Avg. Parts Purchase
Quantity per Order

Accumulated
Parts Inventory

Accumulated
Finished Goods

Inventory

Accumulated
Assumptive
Total Cost *

Avg. Sales
Loss per Year

30 days 28,800 132,385 4,846,823 19,095 162,406,410 602
14 days 62,400 65,598 3,679,455 19,433 153,372,873 553
7 days 124,800 33,854 3,693,012 18,790 153,464,094 486

* The cost per order = 2400 Korean Won (2.4 USD).

4.4. Findings and Implications

The finished goods quantity and the parts purchase quantity of the case that considered the
inventory sharing system was smaller than those of the case that did not consider the inventory
sharing system, and the graph shape was more stable.

The degree of the unattended order (backlog) of the case that considered the inventory sharing
system was smaller than the degree of the case that did not. This scenario implies that customer
satisfaction increased because the unattended orders decreased. The lost sales also decreased.

The assumptive total cost of the case that considered the inventory sharing system was smaller
than that of the case that did not consider the inventory sharing system. This scenario means that the
effect of the inventory sharing system was reflected in various cost relation parts, such as inventory
and sales losses.

A reduction of the parts order cycle or an increase in the order frequency decreased the parts
purchase quantity per order, but the order cost increased. A reduced parts purchase quantity reduced
the holding inventory quantity.

As the frequency of the parts orders increased, the assumptive total cost also increased. This
scenario implies that the increase in the parts order frequency reduced the cost of the supply chain
because the finished goods inventory, parts inventory quantity, and average parts purchase quantity
per order decreased with an increase in order frequency.

With respect to the result for the assumptive total cost, considering all of the variables, the
assumptive total cost was the smallest at the seven-day order cycle, but the total costs of the 14-day
case and the seven-day case were similar. As a result, the increase in the order frequency increased the
order cost.

This research not only highlighted the value of information sharing by checking the specific
economic benefits for the manufacturer, but also suggested a new possibility of vendors’ collaboration
among themselves. Joint pick-up and transport via milk-runs can be adopted to save the time and
money of the vendors. Figure 9 shows an example of the joint pick-up and transport among vendors.
As shown in Figure 9, if suppliers are located relatively close to each other, and they pursue a joint
pick-up and transport of parts/components which should be delivered to the manufacturer, the
proposed VW based approach might be better applied.

In addition, if vendors need not consider inventory management, including how much holding
and transporting, they could focus on the quality of material and save their efforts. The manufacturer
could increase the accuracy of the in-bound logistics plan of materials (which leads to the economic
benefits) by constructing and controlling the VW. In short, both the manufacturer and its vendors
could obtain benefits from the VW in terms of quantitative (e.g., time, cost, etc.) and qualitative (e.g.,
fostering collaboration in supply chains, increasing the accuracy of plan/schedule) aspects.

In short, the VW is an appropriate tool for inventory-pooling by the manufacturer who monitors
suppliers’ inventory levels and aggregates them in virtual environments on a real-time basis. Unlike
the vendor-managed inventory (VMI), the VW of this paper enables the manufacturer to be responsible
for controlling suppliers’ inventory located at various sites.
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4.5. Generalization of the Proposed Simulation Model

The proposed simulation model can be used for other supply chains where any manufacturer has
an assembly operation and multiple suppliers. Many manufacturers have the assembly operation to
produce final products (e.g., the household electric appliance of company H), and the inputs of the
assembly operation (i.e., the material or semi-finished products) are from either the former operations
inside of the factory or the outside suppliers. For example, a thin-film transistor liquid crystal display
(TFT-LCD) manufacturing process has a similar structure based on the assembly operation. The
TFT-LCD manufacturing process has three basic stages: thin-film transistor (TFT) fabrication, liquid
crystal (LC) assembly, and the module assembly process. The module assembly process is the last stage
of TFT-LCD manufacturing processes, where the TFT-LCD panels passed from the LC assembly process
are assembled with the other necessary parts to complete the final TFT-LCD product. The module
assembly process requires approximately 16 distinct, essential parts, most of which are provided by
external suppliers [45]. The basic supply chain flow of this TFT-LCD manufacturing process is very
similar to that of Company H in terms of the relationship between the manufacturer and its suppliers
around the assembly operation.

Thus, the proposed simulation model can be applied to any manufacturer’s supply chain that has
an assembly operation and suppliers that provide parts or semi-finished products, such as the TFT-LCD
manufacturing process, without a significant modification of the proposed simulation model. The
generalized supply chain and its corresponding causal diagram can be depicted as shown in Figure 10.
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5. Conclusions

In this research, we analyzed the positive and economic effects of sustainable supplier
management via a VW between a manufacturer and its suppliers.
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A VW where only inventory information on all the material provided by the suppliers can be
stored and shared can replace a physical joint warehouse or a supplier park without a large investment.
To implement a sustainable relationship with suppliers, the manufacturer designs and operates this
VW to check all the inventory levels of the required material at the same time and orders the delivery
of any required material when needed. By sharing the inventory information of the suppliers via the
VW, the manufacturer can achieve better operational performance on several important measures,
such as the reduction of finished goods inventory, parts purchasing quantity, degree of backlogs, and
total cost.

There also exist some potential limitations regarding this research: (i) we further need to consider
the way to implement the VW model effectively when suppliers are not willing to share their inventory
and cost with the manufacturer; (ii) to argue the justification of our proposed model, the strong cases
for considering VW where the manufacturer controls the pools of supplier inventory should present;
(iii) although the simulation results have been validated using various scenarios which mimic real
situations, it was not possible to evaluate the proposed simulation model using the exact data gathered
from the real world; (iv) a what-if analysis using the proposed simulation model should follow to
check how parameters can affect the performance of the VW; and (v) more scenarios from various
supply chain partnerships need to be checked using the proposed simulation model. Although we
show some possibilities regarding the generalization of the proposed model, extensive experiments
using real data gathered from other supply chains are required.

Additionally, for simplicity, we designed the simulation model by considering only some
important costs, such as inventory, ordering, and sales loss costs. For an in-depth discussion of
the effects on sustainable supplier management through a VW, our model could be expanded to
include a financial component that reflects the real costs, including production cost and profitability,
for Company H. Finally, our future research will consider developing the modular components for the
simulation model by adding various indicators evaluating all three aspects of sustainability; economic,
environmental, and social perspectives between a manufacturer and its suppliers.
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Appendix A. Variables and Equations Used in Sales Logic

A backlog, a stock variable, is established to accumulate the gap values between the order receipt
amount and the quantity of the order completed every 30 days. The order receipt is given by summing
up sales forecasts and non-forecast demand. A sales loss variable is established as the process that
considers backlog every 30 days. In order to originate a “sale loss” as a “sales loss handing cycle”,
variable M is used in this logic.

In the following pseudocodes, the RANDOM UNIFORM (m, x, s) function provides a uniform
distribution between m and x (exclusive of the endpoints). RANDOM NORMAL (m, x, h, r, s) provides
a normal distribution of mean 0 and variance 1 before it is stretched, shifted, and truncated. This is
equivalent to a normal distribution with mean h and standard deviation r. The units of r should match
m, x, and h.

Here, m is the minimum value that the function will return. Where necessary, the distributions
will be truncated to return values above this. Truncation occurs after the output has been stretched and
shifted. If the number drawn is below this value it will be discarded and another number drawn. x is
the maximum value that the function will return. Where necessary, the distributions will be truncated
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to return values below this. Truncation occurs after the output has been stretched and shifted. If the
number drawn is greater than this, it will be discarded and another number drawn.

h is a shift parameter that indicates how much the distribution will be shifted to the right after it
has been stretched (but before being truncated). r is a stretch parameter that indicates how much the
distribution will be stretched before it is shifted and truncated. Note that for the NORMAL distribution
h and r correspond to the mean and standard deviation. s is a stream ID for the distribution to use.

Backlog = INTEG (Order receipt - Order completion, 0)
Order receipt = Product order
Order completion = IF THEN ELSE (Sales loss handing = 1, Backlog, Transportation)
Sales forecast = 23 + sin(RANDOM UNIFORM (6, 6.28, 0))
Non-forecast demand = RANDOM NORMAL (0, 8, 4, 3, 0)
Product order = Sales forecast + Non-forecast demand
Sales loss = IF THEN ELSE (Sales loss handing = 1, Backlog, 0)
Variable M = INTEG (“++ a day”, 0)
Sales loss handling cycle = Lookup for sales loss cycle (Variable M)
Lookup for sales loss cycle = Lookup ([(0,0)-(365,400)], (0,0.5), (29,0.5), (30,30), (31,0.5), (59,0.5),
(60,60), (61,0.5), (89,0.5), (90,90), (91,0.5), (119,0.5), (120,120), (121,0.5), (149,0.5), (150,150), (151,0.5),
(179,0.5), (180,180), (181,0.5), (209,0.5), (210,210), (211,0.5), (239,0.5), (240,240), (241,0.5), (269,0.5),
(270,270), (271,0.5), (299,0.5), (300,300), (301,0.5), (329,0.5), (330,330), (331,0.5), (359,0.5), (360,360),
(361,0.5), (364,0.5), (365,365))

Appendix B. Variables and Equations Used in Production Logic

A production capability is determined by the amount of parts inventory and maximum production
capacity. A production lead time is established to represent the required time for goods production.
An amount of finished goods inventory is calculated by the production amount and transportation
that are affected by the lead time, respectively.

The effect of product price represents the clear increase or decrease in the sales quantity
periodically by comparing the preceding product price and the present product price. However,
the product price is decided to be a low numerical value because the cost comparison of this study
does not consider all of the costs, including the parts and goods production costs, inventory costs,
sales loss, and so on, but only the costs that are related to inventory, sales losses, and orders.

In the following pseudocodes, the DELAY FIXED function plays a role to control delays in the
flow from an input stock (product price) to an output stock (preceding product price). The initial value
of the preceding product price is set to zero, and it is replaced with the present product price after
one month. In other words, the present product price (i.e., the input variable) is converted into the
preceding product price after one month.

Production capability = IF THEN ELSE (Parts inventory/50) <= Max. Production capability, Parts
inventory/50, Max. Production capability)
Max. Production capability = 80 + RAMP (0.5, 60, 120)
Finished goods inventory = INTERG (Product production-Transportation, 5)
Transportation = IF THEN ELSE (Finished goods inventory <= 0, 0, IF THEN ELSE Finished goods
inventory >= sales quantity/Transportation lead time, Finished goods inventory/Transportation
lead time))
Transportation lead time = 1.5
Sales quantity = 22 + (4 × ABS (SIN (RANDOM UNIFORM (0, 3, 3))))
Product price effect = IF THEN ELSE (Product price < Preceding product price, 1/(Preceding
product price - Product price) × (Preceding product price/Product price), (Preceding product price
- Product price) × (Preceding product price/Product price))
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Preceding product price = DELAY FIXED (Product price, 1, 0)
Sales rate = RANDOM UNIFORM (150, 200, 1)
Price change = 1/(Preceding product price - Product price)
Price change rate = IF THEN ELSE (Preceding product price = 0, Preceding product
price/Product price)
Product price = Production cost + 5

Appendix C. Variables and Equations Used in Purchasing Logic

The quantity of parts purchased is calculated as the product order multiplied by the requirement
of parts per product. Transportation lead time determined by the quantity of purchasing parts is linked
to the delay time from the supplier to the factory. Parts inventory is controlled by the order quantity
of parts and the production amount of products. Order cost is allotted to every parts ordering and is
increased or decreased by the order times. Here, a cycle lookup function considers three order cycles,
such as 7, 14, and 30 days, in order to compare the effect of the order cycle in Company H. Additionally,
the assumptive total cost (finished goods inventory, parts inventory, sales loss, order cost, and parts
relation costs) is established to compare the inefficiency of this model. Therefore, large costs, such as
product production costs and parts production costs can be allotted a low numerical value, optionally.

“Parts purchase quantity decision” = “Product order = Production quantity” × “Need parts per
a product”
“Need parts per a product” = 50
“MAX. Inventory” = 10000
“Safety Inventory” = 3000
“Received purchase parts” = IF THEN ELSE (“Parts inventory” > “MAX. Inventory”:OR:Parts
inventory < Safety Inventory, IF THEN ELSE (Parts inventory < Safety, Inventory Parts purchase
quantity decision + Safety Inventory, 0), Parts purchase quantity decision)
“Parts ordering” = IF THEN ELSE (Order execution = 1, Parts purchase quantity/Purchase parts
transportation lead time, 0)
“Variable N” = INTEG (“++a day, 0)
“Purchase parts transportation lead time”
“Parts inventory” = INTEG (“Parts ordering” - “Product production delivery”)
“Product production delivery” = “Product production” × 50
“Order cost” = IF THEN ELSE (Order execution = 1, 2400, 0)
“++a day” = 1
“Cycle” = “Cycle Lookup” (Variable N)
“Cycle Lookup” =
“Order execution” = IF THEN ELSE (Variable N/“Cycle” = 1, 1, 0)
“Product lead time” = 7
“Assumptive total cost (Finished goods inventory, Parts inventory, Sales loss, Order cost and Parts
relation cost)” = INTEG ((Finished goods inventory × 0.2) + (“Sales loss” × 0.4) + Order cost +
Parts relation cost, 0)

Supplier consists of three suppliers, supplier A, supplier B, and supplier C, to construct an
outsourcing model in the supply chain. This study is constructed from two types of models, those
that consider the inventory sharing system and those do not consider the inventory sharing system, to
know the effect of the inventory sharing system and to compare it with the two models. Therefore,
we made two models, for the case in which suppliers A, B, and C have inventory warehouses and
the case in which suppliers A, B, and C have a VW that integrates inventory in the warehouses of all
the suppliers.
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